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Let (X,, s E Z) be a stationary Gaussian process with spectral measure u, time-shift operator U, and the 
associated pth order multiple Wiener-It8 integrals, I,,, p = 1, 2, , defined on their domains L’(LT”, sym). 
Let .f~ L’(rr”, sym). We give a necessary and sufficient spectral condition for the stationary process 
( U’( Z,,,f), sE Z) to be mixing in the case p = 2; a simplified sufficient condition is given forf of the form 
~=g,Oh,+gzOhz+...+g,~Oh,,, where g,, h,tL’(r’, sym). Similar results are obtained in the case 
p = 4. A necessary and sufficient spectral condition is given for ( U’( I,)( h 0. 0 h)), s E 72) to be mixing, 
for any p 2 1 and h E L’(rr’, sym). An example of a non-mixing stationary Gaussian process with a 
mixing factor process is given. 
AMS Subject C/ass$cations: Primary 60G10, 60Gl5, 28D05. 
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1. Introduction 
A well-known result of Maruyama (1948) is that a stationary Gaussian process 
X = (X,, s E Z) on (0, F, P) is mixing if and only if liml,,,, j”, e’“a(dx) = 0, where 
c is the spectral measure of the process. Associated with X are g(X) (the q-algebra 
generated by X); the shift-operator U on L’(R, a(X), P) (UX, = X,,,); and the 
pth-order multiple Wiener-It6 integrals, I,,, p = 1,2,. . . , on domains L2(vp, sym) 
(see below) and ranges in L*(R, o(X), P). In particular, X has the spectral rep- 
resentation X, = U’(I,f), s E Z, where f(x) = 1 on [-n, ~1. Thus, the condition of 
Maruyama is necessary and sufficient for the process ( U’( I, (f)), s E Z) to be mixing, 
with f the constant function 1 on [-n, ~1. 
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In this paper we investigate the process ( U’( Z2(f)), s E Z), where f~ L’(P*, sym) 
is arbitrary and find a necessary and sufficient condition for it to be mixing. 
A simplified sufficient condition is given for f of the form CT=, g,(x,)h,(x,), 
where g,, hi E L2( (T’, sym). A simple necessary and sufficient condition is given for 
(U”l,(hO. . .@h), s E Z) to be mixing, where p 2 1 and h E L’(a’, sym) are 
arbitrary. We give an example of a function h e L’(cT’, sym) such that, for every 
p~l,(U’l,(h@. . .@ h), s E Z) is mixing, while the underlying stationary Gaussian 
process is non-mixing. 
In Section 2 we present the main results, following enough background to state 
them. The proofs are given in Section 3. A few comments on higher-order integrals 
are given in Section 4. 
2. Background and main results 
Let X = (X,, s E Z) be a stationary Gaussian process on (Q, F, P) with EX,, = 0, 
EX$= 1, and spectral measure CT: EX,X,+, =I”, e”xa(dx) for s, t E E. We assume 
that CT is a continuous (nonatomic) measure. 
LetL*(a’,sym)={fEL*([- n,rr]*,B([-n,r]*),~~):f(-x)=f(x)andf(x,,x,)= 
f(x,,x,) (a2-a.e.)} where B([-v,T]~) is the g-algebra of Bore1 sets in [-~F,T]X 
[-n, rr] and a2 = (T x CT. The inner product in L2(a2, sym) is defined by 
(J; g)<? = 
I 
f(x)s(xb(dx,Mdxd 
[-a,al' 
and the norm is denoted by 11 *llc,z. L2( 8, sym) is defined analogously for p 3 1; in 
particular, 
L2(cr’, sym)-{fEL*([-7r,7F],B([-7r,rr]),u): f(-x)=f(x)}. 
There exists a linear mapping, I,, from L*(cT*, sym) into the set of real random 
variables in L2(0, r(X), P) satisfying 
(i) E(~,(f))*=2~'(lfll~~, and 
(ii) U”(l,(f )) = 12(eir(xl+xz)f(x,, x2)) = Z,(f ‘), s E Z, where 
f’(x,, x2) = e iQ5+.5’f(x,) x2). 
Z,(f) is called the second-order multiple Wiener-It8 integral off: It is defined by 
I,(f) =2-’ 
II [ Tr,Tr? 
f(x,, xz)P(dx,)P(dxA 
where p( *) is the (complex Gaussian, orthogonal increments) random spectral 
measure of X. Z2( f) is defined first for a class of simple functions dense in L”( CT’, sym) 
and then extended to the full function space. For more on multiple Wiener-It6 
integrals see, for example, Major (1981), Totoki (1969), or Chambers and Slud 
(1989). 
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We will be interested in expressions such as E(Z2(f,)Z2(fi)Z2(f3)), where JE 
L2(a2, sym) for i = 1,2,3; such an expression can be evaluated by a corollary of 
the Diagram Theorem, explained below. It requires ‘matching’ pairs of arguments 
off,, f?, and fj in a specified way. In the example above, we can represent the 
arguments by six vertices, labelled (1, l), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2), (3, l), and (3,2), with 
((i, l), (i, 2)) representing the arguments ofJ;; the ‘matching’ of a pair of arguments 
is represented by an edge connecting the corresponding vertices. One possible 
assignment of edges connects (1,l) to (2, l), (1,2) to (3,2), and (2,2) to (3, 1). We 
will return to this example. 
A complete diagram of order (2,2,. . . , 2 (k +j terms)) is an undirected graph on 
2(k+j) vertices (indexed by the ordered pairs {(l, l), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2), . . . , 
(k +j, l), (k +j, 2))) satisfying: 
(i) every vertex lies on a single edge, and 
(ii) if an edge connects (i, I) and (i’, I’), then i # i’. 
We picture such a diagram as a pairing of the vertices for which edges connect 
only vertices in different rows, where {(i, l), (i, 2)) is the ith row. The collection of 
complete diagrams of order (2,2,. . . , 2 (k + j terms)) will be denoted Z,,,, . The 
example above is a complete diagram in Z,,,,. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 below, we shall be interested in E(( Z2(f’))k( Z*(f))‘); 
therefore, in any associated diagram, the first k and lastj rows will be distinguished. 
We further partition the collection of diagrams in this case as follows. Let the 
crossing-index of LY E ZO,k+j equal the number of edges in (Y which connect vertices 
in the first k and last j rows, and denote the set of complete diagrams of crossing-index 
n by Zhr&, n =O, 1,. . . ,2( k A j), where k r\j = min( k, j). It is easy to check that the 
cardinality of Z’(“) rg,’ j, IS strictly positive if n is even and zero if n is odd. 
The diagram z*;‘;! “’ O,k+j mduces a transformation 6 : Rkt’ + R2’“+” as follows. We 
let G(x,, . . . , xk+, ) equal a permutation of (x,, -x,, . . . , xk+,, -xk+;) such that the 
rth and qth elements of (Y(x,, . . . , xk+,) are the same except for opposite signs if 
and only if for some 1 c i, i’s k +j and 1 G 1,l’ 52,r=2(i-l)+Zandq=2(i’-l)+Z’ 
and an edge of (Y connects the vertices (i, 1) and (i’, I’); to specify the permutation, 
we assign fx,, *x2,. . . , fxk+, to the k+j pairs of vertices connected by 
edges sequentially according to the first vertex in the pair appearing in 
{(L,L), (1,2),... , (k+j, l), (k+j,2)}. For our example, 6(x,, x2,x,)= 
(XI, x2 9 -x1, x3 3 -x3 7 --x2). 
For fi, . . . ,fk+, E L2( CT*, sym), let 
ho. . .Oh+;(z1,. . , Z*(h+,J 
-.fl(z I 3z2)f2(z~, ZJ). ‘fk+j(Z2(k+,)-l 3 %(k+j)). 
For our example, fiOf20f3((Y(x,, x2, x3)) =f1(xt, x2I.f2-x,, dfi(-x3, -x2). 
BY Z(a;fi,.. . ,fk+j) we mean 
. . Ofk+j(G(XI 7 . . . 3 xk+j))a(dx,) . . . cT(dXk+j). 
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The corollary of the Diagram Theorem of Dobrushin and Major (Major, 1981, p. 50) 
states, in particular, 
~(Z*(“Z-l)Zz(fi)* . . Z2(fk+,)) =r-’ x_ Z(a; 53.. ., h+;) 
2CkAj) 
=2-f-j c 
C Ita; fi,~*~,.h+j). 
n =" <xc /‘&',, 
For kz 1, let CT*’ be the distribution of A, +. 1 . + Ak mod [-rr, ~1 for i.i.d. 
A,,..., Ak with common law (T. Finally, suppose g : lRk+’ + @ is measurable, 1 S n s 
2(k A j), and A,, . . , Ah+, are independent random variables with common law u 
on [-7~, 7~1. Then the conditional expectation 
E(g(A,,. . . ,A,+,)lA,+. . .+A, mod[-rr,v]) 
= +(A,+. . .+ A,, mod [-n, n]) 
for some Borel-measurable complex-valued function C$ (depending on g, j, k, n, 
and o). By the somewhat awkward notation E(g(x,, . . , xk+,)lxl+. . .+ 
x, mod [-7, IT] = x), we mean 4(x). For example, 
E(g(x,, . . . , xk+,)(x,+. . .+x,, mod[-n,T]=x)u*“(dx) 
-Ti 
= E(E(g(A,, . . . , Ak+,)(A,+. . .+A,? mod[-rr,T])) 
= EMA,, . . . , A,+;)) 
g(x, >. ., xk+;b(dx,) . * . ddxk+,). 
We can now state our main results. 
Theorem 1. Let f E L’(cr’, sym). Then the process ( U,( Z2(f)), s E Z) is mixing if and 
only if, for every positive integer N and b, , . . . , b, E @, 
I 
71 
lim 
Ic+'x 
-97 m=, k=*, ,=m 
x 2 E(f‘O.~.O/f(a(x,,.-.,x,,i))( 
<I t I ,i,y:, 
k+1 
x, +. . .+xh$ mod [-n, ~1 = x)q*‘“(dx) = 0. 
Forg,,...,g,, h,..., h, E L’(cr’, sym), let Eg,O h, E L2(g2, sym) be defined by 
EgiOZl,(x,,X2)=2-’ (,-, (g,(x,)hi(xJ+g,(x#r;(xJ)). 
Taking f = Jlg,O h,, we have the following simplified sufficient condition for 
( U’( Z,f), s E Z) to be mixing. 
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Theorem 2. Let g, , . . . , g,, h, , . . . , h, E L”(cr’, sym). Then ( U’( Z,(Eg,O hi)), s E Z) 
is mixing f 
J 
71 Ti 
lim 
I\+‘~ -n 
e”“g,(x)&(x)cT(dx) = lim 
III-X J e”“h,(x)h;(x)cr(dx) -Ti 
J 
Ti 
= lim 
IN-~ OTT 
e’“g,(x)h;(x)c(dx) = 0 
for lsj,ksn. 
A special case of Theorem 2 is found by taking n = 1, g, = h, = h E L*((T’, sym). 
In this case we have a simple necessary and sufficient condition for not only 
( U”(Z2(hOh)), SEZ), but also (U’(Z,(hO. . .Oh)), SEE) to be mixing, for any 
pz 1. 
Theorem 3. Let h E L2(g’, sym)andp~l.Then(U‘(Z,(h@...@h)),sEZ)ismixing 
if and only if 
m 
lim 
IN-r J 
e”“(h(x))2a(dx) = 0. 
-7T 
We give an example of a non-mixing stationary Gaussian 
mixing factor process-that is, a mixing process induced by 
Gaussian process. 
process that has a 
a functional of the 
Example. By Rudin (1960, Remark 5.25 and Theorems 5.2.2, 5.6.6, and 5.6.10) there 
exists a measurable set K in [-rr, ~1 (a perfect Kronecker set) and a continuous, 
symmetric probability measure o, on L = K u -K with the property 
lim 
J 1.~1’~ t_a,n] 
e”‘a,(dx) # 0. 
Let gz be Lebesgue measure on L’, normalized by the Lebesgue measure of L’, 
let h be an arbitrary Lebesgue square-integrable function on L’ (and =O on L), and 
let r~ = 2-‘((r, + v2). Then (T is a continuous symmetric probability measure on 
[-rr, rr]. Consider (X,, s E Z), a stationary, mean zero, unit variance Gaussian 
process with spectral measure U. We claim: 
(i) (X,, s E m) is not mixing, but 
(ii) (U‘(Z,(hO~ . .@!I)), .s E Z) is mixing, for any p 2 1. 
By Maruyama’s characterization of mixing for a stationary Gaussian process 
(Maruyama, 1948) and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, (i) follows from 
lim 
J IT+u [-lr,n] 
e’“‘a(dx) = l!t_ma 22’ 
J L 
eirXq,(dx) + ,fhma 2-l 
J 
e”“a,(dx) 
LC 
= ,pl~ 2-l 
J 
eisrul (dx) # 0. 
[-m,nl 
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Next, (ii) follows from Theorem 3 and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, since 
lim 
I I.~+-~ [_n,T] 
ei‘“)h(x)120(dx) = ,!h_m~ 2-l ei”“)h(x)12g,(dx) = 0. 
3. Proofs 
AssumefE L’(a*, sym) and consider the process ( U’( Z2(f)), s E Z); let a( U’( Z*(f)), 
s E Z) be the a-algebra generated by the process. The shift operator U is unitary 
on H = L’(0, v( U”(Z,(f)), s E Z), P) and the inner product on H is given by 
(W, Y),, = EWi? 
For WE H, there exists a finite measure Z_L ,,,, on [-n, n] such that ( VW, W), = 
5”, e”‘p,,,,(dx), s E Z. The process ( U’(Z2(,f)), s E Z) is mixing if and only if, for all 
WE H, 
(U‘(W-EW), W-EW),-+O as [~(+a, (3.1) 
equivalently, 
(3.2) 
(See Cornfield, Fomin and Sinai, 1982, p. 29, Theorem 3.) 
Suppose H’isadensesubsetofH,O<~~l, YEH, W~H’,and IIW-Yll<e; 
assume EY=EW=O. Then I(U‘Y, Y)-(U’W, W)\=((U”Y, Y- W)+(U”(Y- 
W), W)[S (11 YI( + (1 Wll)ll Y - WI( s (211 YII + 1)~. Therefore, (3.1) holds for all mean 
zero WE H if and only if it holds for all mean zero WE H’. The non-zero mean 
case is handled similarly, to complete the proof of: 
Lemma 1. The process ( U6(12(f)), s E Z) is mixing ifand only if (3.1) (equivalently, 
(3.2)) holds for all W in a dense subset of H. 0 
Lemma 2. Suppose W = I:_‘_, bk(12(f ))k E H. Then 
= 5 f f bkb;2-k-j 1 E[fO...Of(a(x,,...,Xk+,))I 
m=, k=m j=m a E I$;; 
x,+. . .+x,, mod [-rr, r]= x]a*‘“(dx). 
Proof. Since E 1 WI’ < m, the following formal manipulations may be justified by 
considering ( W, = C,“=,) bk(Z,( f ))k, N 2 l), which converges in L2(P) as N + co 
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to W. By the corollary of the Diagram Theorem, 
(VW, W).=E((U”W)W) 
= t f bkb,E[(~2(f’))h(~2(f))‘l 
k=O j=O 
k=O j=O 
Suppose 1 c n < 2( k ~j) and (Y E Zbri,j; recall that &(x, , . . , x~+~) is the permuta- 
tion of (x1, -xl,...,xk+j,-XL+, ) determined by (Y. We can relabel the indices so 
that, without loss of generality, x,, . . . , x,~ correspond to vertices in the first k rows 
that are matched with vertices in the last j rows of the diagram; the integrand in 
Z(a;f’,..., f’,J; . . . . f)willhaveafactorofe’“‘~ifandonlyifl~f~n.Thus 
Z(a; f’, . . . > f”, .A.. . , f) 
YE e iC’yl+“‘+y~~)f@. . .@f(G(x,, . . , xktj))o(dx,). . .c~(dx~+~) 
= E(e i’( ‘I+‘.‘+ ‘,,‘f@. . .@f(cG(A,) . . . ) A,,,))), 
where A,, . . . , Ak+j are independent random variables with common law CT on 
[-n, ~1. By conditioning on A, + * . . + A,, mod [-n, ~1, which has distribution CT** 
on [--7~, rr], the last expression equals 
E(e i5( ‘I+‘.‘+ ‘,,modtP~,TT])E(f@. . .@f(G(A,, . . . , A,+,))1 
A,+. . . + A,, mod [-n, ~1)) 
I 
71 
= e’“‘E (f@ . . .Of(ar”(x,, . . . , XL+, ))I 
-Ti
x,+. . .+x,, mod [-rr, n] = x)a*“(dx). 
Observe that (Y E r$, implies 
Z((Y;f>, ..~,f5,J;...,f)=z(cY';f6,...,f5)z(cYu;f;...,f) 
=I(a';f;...,f)Z(d;J;...,f), 
where LY’ and LY” are complete diagrams of order (2,2,. . . ,2 (k terms)) and 
(2,2,. . . ,2 (j terms)), respectively (the restrictions of (Y to the first k and last j 
rows). Thus 
=E : bk(Z,(f))kE ? b,(Zz(f))‘=E(W)E(W). 
k=O ,=o 
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Combining the cases n = 0 and 1 s n c 2( k ~j), we obtain 
I 
Tr 
eiCXpWWFW(dx) 
-77 
=(iY‘(W-EW), W-EW)&, 
=(U”W, W)p-EWEl%’ 
5 
Tr 
= 
eisx f 2 @2-k-j2(;;nl) 
2 E(fO...Of(cu(x,,...,x,+,))I 
-?T h=” ,=a n=, ncly,:;‘,, 
x,+. * . +x, mod [YT, 7~]= x)a*“(dx). 
As noted above, IZE&I = 0 if n is odd; by replacing n by 2m and switching the 
order of summations, the proof follows from uniqueness of the Fourier transform 
of a measure. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Nualart, Ustunel and Zakai (1988) (see also Slud, 1990), 
the set of polynomials in Zz(f) is dense in H. Hence, by Lemma 1, ( US(Z2(f)), 
s E Z) is mixing if and only if, for every b,, . . . , 6, EC, (3.2) holds with W = 
C,“=, bk(Z2(f))‘. The conclusion of Theorem 1 follows immediately from Lemma 
2. q 
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Lemma 2, with 
f(xr 3 X2Jz2-' i 
( 
(gj(xl)hj(x,)+gj(x,)hj(xl) 
,=I > 
and 
W= : b,(Z,(f))‘, 
I=1 
(VW-EW, W-EW), is a convergent sum of terms, each of which is a 
constant times a product with factors of the form I”, e”“g,(x)g,(x)a(dx), 
ST, e”“h,(x)h;,(x)(T(dx), or j”, e”“g,(x)h;.(x)a(dx), where 1 ~j, k G n and f is either 
0 or s; in the product there is at least one factor in which t = s. (There are 2m factors 
witht=sforaErFcl,andm 3 1.) Thus, the condition in the theorem is sufficient 
that (U’W-EW, W-EW)p+O as \s(+03 and mixing follows from (3.1) and 
Lemma 1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose liml,l_, ST”, e’“‘lh(x))*u(dx) = 0. By It6’s Formula 
(Major, 1981, p. 30), 
Z,(hOhO. . ~o~)=(ll~ll~lP!)~,(~,(~lll~JI,,)), 
where H,, is the pth-order Hermite polynomial with leading coefficient 1; therefore 
Z,(hOhO. ..Oh)isaBorelmeasurablefunctionofZ,(h)and(U’(Z,(hOhO...O 
h)), s E Z) is mixing if the process (Cr’( Z,(h)), s E Z) is mixing. The latter is a 
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stationary Gaussian process with spectral measure Ih(x)l*a(dx) and is therefore 
mixing by Maruyama’s theorem since liml,l_, jy”, ei’“lh(x)12a(dx) = 0. 
For the proof of necessity, let W = Z,,(hO. . .Oh). It is easy to check that 
(U‘W-EW, W-EW),=: 71 e”Y~h(x)~‘u(dx))n, 
.(i -7T 
so that necessity follows from (3.1). 0 
4. Higher-order integrals 
A key point used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 was that the set of polynomials 
in I,(f) is dense in L’(0, a( U’(Z,(f)), s E Z), P). It is not the case that, for all p 
and f~ L’(a”, sym), the set of polynomials in I,,(f) is dense in the space 
Z,‘(R, a( U’(Z,,(f)), s EZ), P). By Slud (1992), the polynomials are dense only in 
the cases p = 1, 2, and 4. 
Results analogous to Theorems 1 and 2 can be given for the case p =4. 
Let rb:i,, denote the set of complete diagrams with crossing-index n on 4(k +j) 
vertices indexed by the ordered pairs {(l, l), . . . , (1,4), (2, l), . , (2,4), . . . , 
(k+j, I), . . . , (k + j, 4)}. The methods used to prove Theorem 1 can be used to prove 
the following. 
Theorem 4. Let f E L’(u4, sym). Then the process ( U,( Z4(f)), s E Z) is mixing if and 
only iS, for every positive integer N and b, , . . . , b, E C, 
x C E(~O.~.Olf(~(x,,...,~~ik+,i))l 
<t t , $y,’ kt; 
x, i- . . . + XZn, mod [-T, n]= x)a*‘“(dx) = 0. 0 
Finally, we present the analogue of Theorem 2 in the case p = 4; its proof follows 
that of the proof of Theorem 2. Let e ,,..., e,,f ,,..., f,,, g ,,..., g,, h ,,..., h,,E 
L2( CT’, sym) and define 
C ej@f;@gjOhj(x,, x*,x1, x4) 
ziil (4!)-’ C ej(x,cl,)J;(x,,*,)gj(x,c,,)hj(x,c,,), 
7Ks, 
where S, is the set of permutations of { 1,2,3,4}. Then Ie, @J; 0 gj 0 hi E L*( a4, sym). 
Theorem 5. Let e,, . . . , e,, f,, . . . , fn, g,, . . . , g,, h,, . . . , h, E L*(a’, sym). Then 
(Uc(Z,(~ej@~@gjOhj)), SEZ) is mixing if lim~.,~,,,~~i,e”“ri(x)~k(x)cr(dx)=O 
where y, can be any of ej, J;, g,, or hi, 1 c jc n. 0 
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